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1     JUDGE CASEY:  Pursuant to the direction of the

2 Illinois Commerce Commission, I call Docket No. 

3 02-0067, Illinois Commerce Commission on its own

4 motion versus Northern Illinois Gas Company, d/b/a

5 NICOR Gas Company.  This is a proceeding to review

6 Rider 4 gas cost, pursuant to Section 9-244(c) of the

7 Public Utilities Act. 

8              May we have appearances for the record

9 beginning first with the company.

10 MR. ROONEY:  On behalf of Northern Illinois Gas

11 Company, d/b/a NICOR Gas Company, John Rooney and

12 Thomas Andreoli of the firm Sonnenschen, Nath &

13 Rosenthal, 233 South Wacker Drive, Suite 18000,

14 Chicago, Illinois, 60606.

15 MS. VON QUALEN:  Janis Von Qualen and Richard

16 Favoriti on behalf of the Staff of the Illinois

17 Commerce Commission, 527 East Capitol Avenue,

18 Springfield, Illinois, 62701.

19 MR. KELTER:  Robert Kelter on behalf of Citizens

20 Utility Board, 208 South LaSalle, Suite 1760, Chicago,

21 60604.

22 MR. PERA:  Mark Pera, Marie Spicuzza and Leijuana
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1 Doss on behalf of Cook County State's Attorney's

2 Office, 69 West Washington Street, Suite 700, Chicago,

3 60602.

4 MR. KAMINSKI:  Mark Kaminiski of the Illinois

5 Attorney General's Office, 100 West Randolph Street,

6 Chicago, Illinois, 60601, on behalf of the People of

7 the State of Illinois.

8 JUDGE CASEY:  Let the record reflect that there are

9 no other appearances.

10                            (No further appearances.)

11              This matter comes before us today

12 continued for the review of certain documents and as

13 to whether or not they should, at least in

14 the discovery phase of this proceeding, receive

15 confidential and privileged designation. 

16              Prior to going into that this week, we

17 received a fax from the Citizens Utility Board

18 indicating that they did not have an objection to

19 turning over the "fax" to the Securities and Exchange

20 Commission.  It was not in the form of a motion.

21 It's simply a letter to us indicating that they did

22 not have an objection.  I don't know whether or not
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1 the company has seen the September 20th correspondence

2 or its attachment. 

3              Mr. Rooney.

4 MR. ROONEY:  Thanks, Judge.  We were contacted

5 separately by the SEC, the company was.  We had a

6 discussion -- I had a discussion with Mr. Kelter and

7 he had no objections to the production of the fax to

8 the SEC. 

9              One of the items that we did also

10 discuss, and I believe agreed to, is the fact that

11 the company's two SEC attorneys would have access to

12 the fax, as well as outside counsel of Mayer, Brown &

13 Platt, namely, Vince Connelley and Scott Davis, and

14 it's my understanding that there was no objection to

15 those particular attorneys having access to the fax.

16 MR. KELTER:  You know, there's not, but I think we

17 should have them sign some type of agreement.

18 MR. ROONEY:  They have not received it yet.  They

19 are going to be signing a proprietary agreement.  I'll

20 deliver copies to you, Rob.

21 JUDGE CASEY:  Given the informal nature of what's

22 transpiring here, if there's an agreement between the
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1 company and CUB in this regard, I want it reduced to

2 writing and it needs to be filed and specifically

3 identified who from the company's representative can

4 see the document, as well as the parameters in which

5 the Securities and Exchange Commission can use the

6 document. 

7              If they want it from this Commission,

8 they need to file a motion.  If it's something that's

9 going to be worked out informally between the parties,

10 we need to know what the parameters are of that before

11 we are going to authorize it.

12 MR. KELTER:  I didn't know how you wanted to handle

13 this, and that's why I just sent the letter.  We are

14 ambivalent as to whether it's handled through the

15 Commission or through us.

16 MR. ROONEY:  We'll certainly file a letter and I'll

17 run it by Mr. Kelter before we send it to and file it

18 with the Commission detailing what we are seeking.

19 MR. KELTER:  Just for your information, the SEC

20 basically called me and said that if we didn't do this

21 that they would subpoena it, so they were trying to I

22 guess save time and energy, but --
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1 JUDGE CASEY:  I don't believe it's appropriate to

2 handle it informally.  That's just my feeling.  If

3 they want it, they can come to the Commission and ask 

4 for it.

5 MR. KELTER:  I think that's the way it should be

6 handled.

7 JUDGE CASEY:  Okay.  All right.  Moving on to the

8 list of contested documents, per our direction at the

9 last status, Citizens Utility Board and Cook County

10 State's Attorney's Office has identified a list of

11 documents and in their -- in their filing identified

12 as Citizens Utility Board and Cook County State's

13 Attorney's Offices' list of contested documents.  We

14 have a fifteen-page document outlining what I believe

15 are Bates stamped documents that the company has

16 turned over through the discovery process; is that

17 accurate?

18 MR. PERA:  Yes.

19 JUDGE CASEY:  At our previous status we asked for a

20 list by a certain time.  We did receive a request --

21 informal request for an extension, and that's not a

22 problem.  I believe this -- the company can determine
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1 by the Bates stamps what it is that CUB/County is

2 contesting.  Unfortunately, we have not had an

3 opportunity to take a look at the documents, so at

4 least for today it's going to take a good long time to

5 get through on a document-by-document basis. 

6              Going forward and prior to leaving today,

7 we'll issue a ruling that will hopefully expedite this

8 particular process wherein in advance we'll know what

9 the parties' position is with respect to each

10 document. 

11              I don't know if by the listing of Pages 2

12 through 11 that are -- just, for instance, on Page 2

13 the very first item you see is a group 1 through 87. 

14 I don't know if -- because we haven't seen it, I don't

15 know whether or not the company's position or Cubs'

16 or county's position is the same for all those

17 documents within that group or if we are going to go

18 through document number one, document number two,

19 document number three.

20 MR. ROONEY:  Your Honor  --

21 JUDGE CASEY:  Yes.

22 MR. ROONEY: -- I appreciate that explanation.  I
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1 think, suffice it to say, that NICOR has a preliminary

2 fundamental issue with respect to embarking upon this

3 path, that is, as follows:  As we understood your

4 ruling of the last time we met, the ruling was that

5 pursuant to the proprietary agreement CUB and Cook

6 County were to identify documents to which they

7 believed should be no longer deemed confidential, and

8 that's what we understood your ruling to be, to follow

9 the terms of the proprietary agreement.

10              With regard to NICOR's position, however,

11 we believe there's a more fundamental position that

12 hasn't been ruled upon yet, and that we are willing to

13 argue today, and I believe goes to the heart of this

14 entire process. 

15              Quite frankly, we, NICOR, do not -- our

16 concern about going through this process in the

17 discovery phase of this proceeding, both CUB and Cook

18 County have had full and unfettered access to these

19 documents.  They received full and unfettered access

20 to these documents by virtue of execution of

21 a proprietary agreement to which they were signatory.

22              Now, to the extent they want to go and
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1 seek to have these documents deemed public, we believe

2 through case law that we have cited previously and

3 wasn't rule upon, and, in addition, to other case law

4 that we have presented, we are willing to present here

5 today that disclosure of such material now in the

6 discovery phrase of this proceeding, information that

7 is not made available to the public generally,

8 information to which may never be sought to be

9 admitted into evidence, is premature. 

10              We believe that the appropriate time to

11 conduct this exercise is at such time when both CUB

12 and Cook County present their evidence and either have

13 documents that we have produced and have deemed

14 confidential and then seek to introduce that into

15 evidence or documents to which they seek to

16 cross-examine our witnesses on, and, to that, I think

17 we would like to identify the following:  First of

18 all, again, to our position with regard to discovery

19 and the overarching concern we have as -- actually a

20 case that CUB cited in their initial motion on

21 this  --

22 MR. KELTER:  Your Honor, I'm going to object here. 
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1 It seems like we are starting to reargue the motion

2 that you ruled on a couple weeks ago.

3 MR. ROONEY:  Well, I have a transcript, Rob, and I

4 guess in response to any objection, as I read the

5 transcript and the ruling, the ruling was -- is that

6 the parties, the signatories to the agreement, were to

7 follow the terms of the agreement, which were to

8 identify documents.  I did not think -- and if we are

9 wrong, Judge, then we will seek other motions here,

10 but I do not think there was any dispositive ruling on

11 whether or not it was appropriate at this point in

12 time to engage in an endeavor to go document by

13 document with regard to discovery. 

14              I think the initial argument was -- is

15 that they were to identify documents that they thought

16 should be deemed confidential or no longer

17 confidential.

18 MR. PERA:  Judge, I just think it's really

19 fascinating that before we are going to start talking

20 about items document by document, Mr. Rooney is going

21 to argue the legal issues without having filed

22 anything.  He's going to cite to some case law that he
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1 hasn't had the courtesy to forward to us or in any way

2 gave us a heads-up in terms of what he's proposing to

3 do right now.

4 MR. ROONEY:  Well, I guess --

5 MR. PERA:  I think the fact of the matter, as I

6 pointed out the last time we met, that the county and

7 CUB have expended tremendous resources to go through

8 these 18,000 documents, and I indicated to the Court

9 the last time we were here that I thought that NICOR

10 was acting at its peril to force us into that posture,

11 but that's what they chose to do, and, as a

12 consequence, we are here today for a determination as

13 to whether or not these documents are confidential. 

14 That's the issue. 

15              Mr. Rooney is now jumping about five

16 steps ahead, but the threshold issue is were they 

17 appropriately marked as confidential when, in fact,

18 it's our position that they should not have been so

19 designated.

20 MR. ROONEY:  Well  --

21 MR. PERA:  So I just think it's really been unfair

22 for Mr. Rooney at this point to now start arguing
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1 issues that were not -- that are not germane to the

2 discussion here today.

3 MR. ROONEY:  Well, unfortunately, and not

4 surprisingly, I disagree with Mr. Pera on two points. 

5 First of all, we had less than 48 hours.  We no idea

6 the documents to which they were going to seek to be

7 confidential. 

8              Certainly, we would file -- we would

9 be more than happy to file a motion to discuss the

10 overarching issue before we go into an item-by-item

11 discussion, and I think that's directly relevant,

12 because we believe that -- again, Mr. Pera and

13 Mr. Kelter have had full and unfettered access to the

14 documents. 

15              We believe that there's a great deal of

16 case law that supports the fact that discovery is a

17 private matter between the parties to the case and

18 that there are many instances -- there are many

19 documents that are provided in discovery that are not

20 necessarily provided during the course of the hearing

21 and what CUB and Cook County seek at this point in

22 this time in disclosure of many, many documents, as
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1 Mr. Pera indicated, 11,000 pages of material, to which

2 we disagree, especially at this phrase of the

3 proceeding. 

4              Now I would say this.  We are not stating

5 that at the appropriate point in time that we will be

6 prepared to discuss what documents should be admitted

7 and whether they should be admitted under seal or

8 during the course or made public; however, if we

9 misunderstood your earlier decision, your Honor, then

10 I guess at this point we would like some

11 clarification, and then, if necessary, we would I

12 guess in -- in the first instance we would like

13 clarification.

14 MR. KELTER:  I would just respond to that by saying

15 NICOR knew that we were going document by document

16 through this to determine whether these documents were

17 public or confi- -- non-confidential or confidential. 

18 They never indicated any of this to us.  They never

19 indicated that getting them the list a couple of days

20 before the hearing wasn't going to be in time because

21 we had indicated to them that we disagreed with how

22 they were going about doing this, and they knew that
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1 we were going to object to most of the documents that

2 they designate as confidential. 

3              We went through these in good faith and

4 applied the parameters that we laid out in our motion

5 on this issue to each and every one of these

6 documents, and I find it very troubling that we're not

7 even having this conversation.

8 JUDGE CASEY:  For clarification, the purpose of

9 today's hearing was to go through the documents

10 identified by CUB on a document-by-document basis;

11 however, if it is -- Mr. Kelter, it is your position

12 that the FOIA Standard is the appropriate standard in

13 this matter, you are mistaken.  We ruled on this in

14 the prior docket and we rejected that position in the

15 motion. 

16              The FOIA Standard is not the appropriate

17 standard here.  If that's what you are relying on,

18 then this exercise is going to go a little bit faster

19 than what I anticipated.

20 MR. PERA:  For my benefit, your Honor, could you

21 just -- I'm not -- I don't know what you mean by the

22 prior docket in the FOIA Standard.  I think for the
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1 record it should be clear.

2 JUDGE CASEY:  01-0423.

3 MR. KELTER:  Well, your Honor, we laid out the

4 standard that we thought was appropriate in our motion

5 and nobody ever indicated that that was not the

6 appropriate standard that was based on FOIA and it was

7 also based on other case law and nobody said anything. 

8 None of the judges indicated to us that there was any

9 disagreement with  --

10 JUDGE CASEY:  So there's no confusion now, then

11 we'll go through -- we'll go through document by

12 document.  I'm just -- I guess I'm giving you a

13 heads-up then.  If that's the rationale that you had

14 relied upon, it's not going to go far with me.

15 MR. ROONEY:  Your Honor, at this point, that's

16 fine.  We are prepared to proceed.  I would just note

17 then that we would -- prior to going into the

18 document-by-document review, and in your

19 determinations -- to the extent your determinations

20 indicate to release a document to the public -- then

21 we would like to make up front a motion to stay

22 pending our petition for interlocutory review, because
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1 we believe and we'll be prepared to articulate that in

2 a petition for interlocutory review.  

3              One other point, your Honor, you

4 reference the -- I believe the Commonwealth Edison

5 delivery services proceeding.  I think there are two

6 exceptionally distinct features of that proceeding

7 that are different here. 

8              In that proceeding Commonwealth Edison

9 Company had a protective order that was outstanding. 

10 There were certain parties that did not sign that

11 document.  They received from Com Ed redacted material

12 to discovery responses.  That's not the case here. 

13 Both parties here have received full and unfettered

14 access to the entire material. 

15              Second of all -- and the way that

16 happened was in two phases.  There was material

17 already produced where they received redacted copies

18 of, and then, on a forward-going basis, ComEd had to

19 come before the Commission seeking certain material to

20 be deemed confidential. 

21              Again, that is not our position. 

22 Pursuant to the proprietary agreement that's in place,
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1 we are willing to provide all these materials,

2 pursuant an agreement that we entered into with these

3 parties, full and unfettered access. 

4              To the extent that we want to change

5 that, then we'll certainly be happy to consider

6 contemplating redacting material, because it was our

7 impression at this point in time there was no need to

8 go through that exercise, because under the agreement

9 the parties who are interested in this proceeding had

10 complete access to the material.

11 MR. KELTER:  Complete access to the material is a

12 hed herring.  It has nothing to do with a document

13 -- whether a document is confidential or not.

14 MR. ROONEY:  I disagree, Rob.  If you look at the

15 case law -- well, first of all, you can look at the

16 Commission's rules of practice and the Commission's

17 rules of practice and their intent with regard to

18 discovery is as follows:  Their first sentence, "It's

19 the policy of Commission to obtain full disclosure of

20 all relevant and material facts to the proceeding."

21 You have had full a disclosure.

22 MR. KELTER:  That doesn't say full disclosure for
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1 attorneys in a confidential manner, John.

2 MR. ROONEY:  Your experts have it.

3 JUDGE CASEY:  Take time out.  We are off the record

4 for right now.

5                            (Off the record.)

6              We can go back on the record. 

7 To the extent that we were unclear at the last hearing

8 date, the purpose of today's hearing was, in fact, to

9 examine each document, and/or group of documents, to

10 determine whether or not it or they should retain its

11 confidential or confidential and privileged

12 designation. 

13              Pursuant to the discovery agreement

14 entered by CUB and the County with the company, CUB

15 and the County was to identify those documents which

16 it found objectionable.  It has done so. 

17              With respect to the positions of the

18 parties and in their motions -- their prior motions,

19 we did not rule as to accept or denying anyone's

20 particular standard that they posited in their motion. 

21              We intended, I guess, to find out what

22 the position or what the parties were going to rely
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1 upon depending upon the document that we will be

2 looking at. 

3              As such, today we will proceed with

4 examination of the documents, as listed by CUB/County

5 on a document-by-document basis or a group, depending

6 on the nature of the documents. 

7              Should we determine that any of the

8 documents should not retain the confidential or

9 confidential and privileged designation, as given by

10 the company, our ruling will be stayed 21 days and/or

11 until a petition for interlocutory review of our

12 decision is pending; similarly, if a party disagrees

13 with whether or not the document should maintain its

14 confidential and privileged status, they would also

15 have the regular amount of days in which to contest

16 the motion through the petition for interlocutory

17 review standard. 

18              After today, because I -- quite frankly,

19 I don't know how many documents we are going to get

20 through, we are sitting up here behind the eightball

21 in that we have not seen the documents and we don't

22 know the positions of the parties with respect to the
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1 documents or group of documents, and it is so that we

2 have -- can give considerable thought to each document

3 or group, we would ask that after today we be provided

4 with a copy of the document or documents that are on

5 the list and, by the end of today, we can kind of get

6 a handle on how many documents we can get through on a

7 daily basis. 

8              On a going forward basis, then we would

9 ask that the company identify the basis for which it

10 feels it should maintain its confidential or

11 confidential and privileged status, and given that CUB

12 is the only party to identify or CUB and County are

13 the only parties identify objectionable -- what they

14 feel is objectionable documents, that's the basis or

15 rationale for the rejection of that confidential or

16 confidential and privileged status.

17 MS. VON QUALEN:  Your Honor, I'm sorry.  If I

18 didn't hear you or misunderstood you, but I did not

19 understand what standard we are using today.

20 JUDGE CASEY:  I don't recall staff propounded a

21 standard.

22 MS. VON QUALEN:  Staff has not propounded a
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1 standard.

2 JUDGE CASEY:  We are going to examine the document

3 on a case-by-case basis.  Someone want  --

4 MR. PERA:  Presumably, the standard will be

5 Mr. Rooney -- I'm kind -- Mr. Rooney, as he argues for

6 the confidentiality of the documents, will have to

7 posit a standard, because it's his burden to prove

8 that they're confidential.  I guess I'm just saying

9 common sense I don't know how it could be done.

10 MR. ROONEY:  And I guess, your Honor, counterpoint

11 for a moment to Mr. Pera's comment, quite frankly -- 

12 and this is into our argument -- we identify,

13 particularly on Page 10 of our response cited to the

14 case law, the pertinence to this, you know, the

15 Sculnick (phonetic) case talks about discovery not

16 open to the public and should be conducted as private. 

17              Now that's fine.  I guess the question is

18 is there any burden on these two parties here sitting

19 across the table as to why now, as opposed to during

20 the evidentiary phase of this proceeding, that we

21 should embark upon this journey and, quite frankly, 

22 neither CUB, nor Cook County, have (A) presented any
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1 harm to them, because there isn't any harm, and they

2 haven't presented any burden demonstration as to why

3 now as opposed to the evidentiary stage.  If it's the

4 judge's ruling that we have the burden, so be it, but

5 at this point we think that that's an open question,

6 and we'll await your ruling.

7 JUDGE CASEY:   With respect to a burden as to

8 whether or not a document should receive a

9 confidential or confidential and privileged

10 designation, it will be the company's burden. 

11              I understand that there is a difference

12 between what happened in Docket 01-0423 and in this

13 docket with respect to who entered into the

14 proprietary agreement and who did not.  The standard I

15 don't think changes whether or not someone's entered

16 into an agreement or not.  

17              Having said that, yes, the burden is on

18 the company, then we have to look at -- and I

19 understand the company's position that they intended

20 -- based on that intended to take the petition for

21 interlocutory review. 

22              We can go through this exercise or you
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1 can wait to see what the Commission's going to do

2 based on that petition for interlocutory review. 

3 Discovery is, in the Commission's practices, suppose

4 to be not what you would expect in Circuit Court, but

5 I understand the sensitivity of this case and the

6 information being sought, so we can begin to go

7 through the documents or we can await the Commission's

8 decision should -- assuming that the company's going

9 to file a petition for interlocutory review with the

10 ruling that we made.

11 MR. ROONEY:  From the company's perspective, I

12 think we would rather not go through an exercise until

13 we understand what the Commission's ruling is going to

14 be.

15 MR. KELTER:  Can we make a couple of points, your

16 Honor.  One point I wanted to make is that if you look

17 at Section 200.430A, which is the section on

18 protective orders, it gives any party the right to

19 question the confidentiality of a document at any time

20 during the pendency of a proceeding.  That's one point

21 I wanted to make. 

22                   The other point I wanted to make is
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1 that it just seems to us that if a party can designate

2 every single document as confidential, it renders --

3 without having to meet any standard, it sort of

4 renders the whole thing meaningless.

5 MR. ROONEY:  In   --

6 MR. KELTER:  And that's why we are where we are

7 today because they designated every single document,

8 except two employee lists in this whole proceeding, as

9 confidential ranging from the company's annual reports

10 to even tariff filings.

11 MR. ROONEY:  That's not correct.  We did, but we

12 also provided you with a revised list from the last

13 hearing, which we relieved the confidentiality

14 designation for several different groupings of

15 documents, Rob, so that's not entirely correct. 

16              As to Mr. Kelter's discussion of

17 protective orders, I have to say I find it a little

18 bit humorous in this regard.  At the initial hearing

19 in this case back in January, or February, or March,

20 we were prepared to file a motion for a protective

21 order.  It was other parties that suggested let's try

22 to enter into a proprietary agreement instead to avoid
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1 the hassles of a protective order, so we did that.  It

2 was negotiated, and, quite frankly, 200.400 doesn't

3 even apply here, because the protective order was

4 avoided pursuant to an agreement of the parties.

5              As to the other point, and we have

6 provided these parties a list and a breakdown as to

7 why each of these -- there's several different groups

8 and the bases ranges as to why we deem them to be

9 confidential for purposes of discovery at this point

10 in time.  We are ready to proceed.

11 MR. PERA:  Let's just go.  Let's look at the

12 documents and get going.

13 JUDGE CASEY:  All right.  Well, I think it would be

14 nice if we had a copy of the document.  That might

15 move things along a little bit.

16 MR. ROONEY:  Your Honor, your decision, before I

17 said we'd go forward or do we wait, you want to go

18 forward?

19 JUDGE CASEY:  Unless there was an agreement by the

20 parties here today that to wait, we are going to go

21 forward.

22 MR. PERA:  We're ready to go.
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1 JUDGE CASEY:  Okay.  Well, you know what, we are

2 going to go off the record for a couple of minutes.

3           Off the record.

4                            (Off the record.)

5              If we could please be provided with a

6 copy of the alleged objectionable documentation, and,

7 Mr. Rooney, with respect to the spread sheet or

8 documents wherein you have identified the rationale or

9 ruling, could we be provided with a copy of that as

10 well.

11              We are off the record.

12                            (Off the record.)

13              Okay.  We'll go back on the record. 

14              The first documents identified by 

15 CUB/County NICOR Book No. 1, documents first 1 through

16 87, I will note for the record the company has

17 provided a document called, "Sequential List of Common

18 Financial/Proprietary Documents," and it has been

19 indicated on that document several categories of types

20 of documents and the Bates range numbers of those

21 documents fall into those categories.  

22              Though company's counsel may be
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1 intimiately familiar with the documents that they have

2 identified, as well as the CUB/County, we are not.  So

3 if you could please, at least with that first group of

4 1 through 807, 1 through 87, as identified by

5 CUB/County, if you would please identify what they are

6 and what they mean to the company so that we have a

7 better understanding.

8 MR. ROONEY:  Your Honor, are we in camera at this

9 point?

10 JUDGE CASEY:   Mr. Rooney, thank you very much. 

11 Mr. Pera did actually bring that up during the break. 

12 We will go in camera.  Anyone who has not signed the

13 proprietary agreement must leave the hearing. 

14              Having said that, I don't think anyone's

15 left, so if you want to go ahead and describe that

16 document.

17                            (Whereupon, the

18                            following proceedings were

19                            held in camera:)

20

21

22


